To: Faculty Senate and Cabrillo College Governing Board  
From: Wanda Garner, NAS Division Dean  
Date: February 12, 2015

RE: Request to Map MATH 158FT to Multiple STEM Disciplines

On behalf of the STEM Department Chairs and faculty I request that the discipline mapping for MATH 158FT Field Teaching for Math and Science be changed to include the primary STEM disciplines. Currently the course is mapped only to Math because it was created by a math faculty member, but it was designed to be used to provide a field experience for students interested in teaching in any of the STEM fields. Therefore, it is appropriate that any STEM faculty member be allowed to teach this course.

The proposed mapping is:

**Course**
MATH 158FT

**Discipline(s)**
Biological Sciences, Chemistry, Computer Information Systems, Computer Science, Earth Science, Engineering, Engineering Technology, Mathematics, Ornamental Horticulture, Physics/Astronomy

Cc: Jennifer Cass, Math Department Chair  
Sue Tappero, MESA/STEM Center Director  
Denise Lin, Biology Department Chair  
Jason Camara, Chemistry Department Chair  
Gerlinde Brady, CS/CIS Department Chair  
Dave Schwartz, ES/Geology/Ocean Department Chair  
Gary Marcoccia, Engineering Technology Department Chair  
Jo-Ann Panzardi, Engineering Department Chair  
Peter Shaw, Horticulture Department Chair  
Joe McCullough, Physics Department Chair